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Foreword

This Council Special Report by Robert D. Blackwill and Kurt M. Campbell, two experienced practitioners and long-time observers of American foreign policy, is based on a straightforward premise: Xi Jinping is the most powerful Chinese leader since Deng Xiaoping, one who has taken a number of steps to limit collective leadership and the political clout of the army. But the authors also argue that this same concentration of power is a double-edged sword, one that leaves President Xi exposed and potentially vulnerable to internal political challenge.

The vulnerability comes from several sources, but none is more critical than a slowing economy. The trajectory of the Chinese economy is the subject of active debate among outside experts, but there is consensus that China is experiencing a substantial slowdown and will not be able to regain the high rates of growth that characterized the last several decades.

The report suggests the possibility of greater political repression at home if there are signs the economic slowdown is triggering political instability. But the authors go on to note that Xi may as well be tempted to turn to foreign policy to redirect domestic attention away from a lagging economy, in the process burnishing his nationalist credentials. They anticipate continued Chinese pressure on neighbors in the East and South China Seas and are skeptical China will use the leverage it has over North Korea or assume more than a limited role in global governance. They do, however, expect China to continue to engage in selective institution building. Overall, they foresee a Chinese foreign policy that is assertive, coordinated, and diversified, one that constitutes a significant challenge to U.S. interests.

In response, Blackwill and Campbell call for a new American grand strategy for Asia, one that seeks to avoid a U.S.-China confrontation but to maintain U.S. primacy. Believing we are entering a critical moment in the evolution of China’s relationship with the region and the world, the authors put forward a ten-point plan designed to shape what China
does and how it does it. The two explicitly say they are not advocating a strategy of containment, which they dismiss as “a U.S.-Soviet concept that has no relevant application to East Asia today.” Instead, they want the United States to make use of a variety of the instruments of statecraft “to incentivize China to commit to a rules-based order but impose costs that are in excess of the gains Beijing would reap if it fails to do so.”

I want to highlight one last point that figures in this Council Special Report, one being published during a presidential campaign. To the extent there is a foreign policy debate, much of it focuses on the Middle East and, to a lesser extent, Russia. The authors of this report push back against such an emphasis, calling on U.S. policymakers to “recognize every day that the primary engines of the world economy and the challenge to American primacy are not in the Middle East or Europe but have shifted to Asia.” It is a perspective and a corrective well worth considering.

As even this brief foreword should make clear, there is much to reflect on as regards both China and the United States in this Council Special Report. It should be read and debated by specialists and generalists alike as it raises many of the most important questions and issues at the core of the American foreign policy debate and raises them in a direct, challenging way.

Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
February 2016
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADIZ</td>
<td>Air Defense Identification Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIIB</td>
<td>Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>ballistic missile defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRICS</td>
<td>Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP</td>
<td>Chinese Communist Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>chief executive officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CICA</td>
<td>Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building Measures in Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPP</td>
<td>Democratic Progressive Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEZ</td>
<td>exclusive economic zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA</td>
<td>free trade agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G20</td>
<td>Group of Twenty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>gross domestic product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAC</td>
<td>Line of Actual Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>nongovernmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>People’s Republic of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCEP</td>
<td>Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOE</td>
<td>state-owned enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPP</td>
<td>Trans-Pacific Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>World Trade Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Council Special Report
Introduction

“He has iron in his soul.”
—Lee Kuan Yew, former prime minister of Singapore,
on Chinese President Xi Jinping

Xi Jinping is the most powerful Chinese leader since Deng Xiaoping, and with his sweeping actions and ambitious directives he has fundamentally altered the process by which China’s domestic and foreign policy is formulated and implemented. Xi’s popular anticorruption campaign has cowed senior party and military officials and allowed him to amass dominating power in a short span of time. With this transcending authority, Xi has ended China’s carefully evolved collective and consensual leadership structure, marginalized the bureaucracy, and put himself at the center of decision-making on all consequential matters.

This report discusses Xi’s transformation of China’s domestic politics, his background and beliefs, the challenges he faces from China’s slowing economy, and the implications of his foreign policy for the United States.

One downside to Xi’s breathtaking success in consolidating power is that it has left him with near total responsibility for his government’s policy missteps on matters ranging from the stock market slowdown to labor market unrest. His visibility on these issues and his dominance of the decision-making process have made him a powerful but potentially exposed leader. With Xi’s image and political position vulnerable to China’s economic downturn, his country’s external behavior may increasingly be guided by his own domestic political imperatives.

For the last three years, with China’s economy still producing robust growth numbers, such concerns have not fundamentally influenced Xi’s foreign policy. Xi has been able to be continuously proactive, and he has used his power to take China’s foreign policy in a new direction. He has boldly departed from Deng’s injunction to keep a low profile
and has reclaimed islands, created international institutions, pressured neighbors, and deployed military assets to disputed regions. Xi’s foreign policy has been assertive, confident, and, importantly, a diversified mix of both hard and soft elements. Even as China has taken firm steps on territorial issues, it has used geoeconomic instruments to offer generous loans and investments, and even created new organizations such as the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB). By combining inducements with intimidation, Xi has demonstrated the benefits of cooperating with China as well as the economic and military costs of opposing it, especially on issues important to Beijing.

Today, China’s thirty-year era of 10 percent annual growth appears to have ended, with official statistics placing gross domestic product (GDP) growth below 7 percent, the government reducing its growth target to 6.5 percent, and a number of major banks and respected forecasters arguing the true growth rate is far lower—and will remain below 5 percent for years. In light of this deepening economic slowdown, the future trajectory of Xi’s external policy is in question. Some elements, including China’s geoeconomic policies, will endure; nevertheless, China’s foreign policy may well be driven increasingly by the risk of domestic political instability. For this reason, Xi will most probably stimulate and intensify Chinese nationalism—long a pillar of the state’s legitimacy—to compensate for the political harm of a slower economy, to distract the public, to halt rivals who might use nationalist criticisms against him, and to burnish his own image. Chinese nationalism has long been tied to foreign affairs, especially memories of foreign domination and territorial loss.

For example, Xi may be less able or willing to compromise in public, especially on territorial issues or other matters that are rooted in national sentiment, for fear that it would harm his political position. He may provoke disputes with neighbors, use increasingly strident rhetoric in defense of China’s national interests, and take a tougher line in relations with the United States and its allies to shift public focus away from economic troubles. He may also turn to greater economic protectionism.

These changes come at a time when Xi’s tight control of the decision-making process has made it harder for U.S. policymakers to anticipate China’s next moves. Familiar interlocutors at the State Council and Foreign Ministry, who once provided much-needed insight into an often mysterious policymaking process, are no longer central within it.
As the shroud of secrecy surrounding Chinese decision-making thickens, what remains clear is that dealing with China will require a more nuanced understanding of the man with singular control over the country’s foreign policy future. It will also necessitate an appreciation of the interaction between his internal political requirements and his foreign policy agenda. Finally, it will demand a clear-eyed acceptance of the fact that Xi has ushered in a new era of Chinese regional and global diplomacy, one that will push the West to evaluate its overall approach to the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and to the powerful but exposed leader who makes its foreign policy.
A System Transformed: Xi’s Consolidation of Political Power

Xi has fundamentally changed the systems of Chinese governance. Under the preceding model, previous generations of Chinese leaders since Deng Xiaoping created a structure that embedded leadership and decision-making within a collective system of checks and balances that spanned a variety of bureaucratic institutions and included a substantial number of party elites. This consensus-driven system, forged in the wake of the tragic and devastating Cultural Revolution, shunned Maoist cults of personality and embraced the studied staidness of leaders like Hu Jintao.4

These bureaucratic procedures and prerogatives no longer function as before. Xi has introduced a new system by limiting collective leadership and marginalizing the traditional institutions of governance, relying instead on a small coterie of close advisors and an array of parallel structures to control policymaking.5 These structures take the form of “leading small groups,” which have long been part of China’s governance, but appear now to be proliferating in number, growing in importance, and increasingly operational rather than strategic.6 They are often chaired by Xi and staffed by loyal colleagues. The National Security Commission created in 2013, for example, is led by two figures who are close to Xi but hail from the provinces and have little foreign policy experience.7 Such groups not only formulate and implement policy but also inform it, producing policy papers and ad hoc briefings tailored for Xi that have greater influence than those dutifully prepared by the ministries. As a direct result, senior officials are often unaware of policy being developed both at higher levels and in other parts of the system. With respect to foreign policy, Xi has reduced the role of the State Council, Foreign Ministry, and military in important decisions. These centralizing actions have given him greater freedom from governmental machinery and the political and bureaucratic opponents that can influence Chinese foreign policy.
Xi has been able to achieve this dramatic transformation by amassing power quickly, in part through his unprecedented campaign against corruption. This has also on occasion spurred surprises among the senior ranks of the Chinese government. Xi’s right-hand advisor and fellow Standing Committee member, Wang Qishan, has for the moment used the campaign to silence potential opponents within the party. The arrest and prosecution of Zhou Yongkang, a former Standing Committee member, made clear that even the highest-level party elites are not safe from the anticorruption inquiry, especially given that many have themselves taken part in financial improprieties.8

Xi has likewise targeted the military and reversed the growing autonomy of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). His arrest of Vice Chairman of the Central Military Commission Xu Caihou for selling promotions suggests that dozens of generals who purchased their ranks are at risk of imprisonment.9 In addition to intimidating military elites, Xi has created an atmosphere of uncertainty by questioning the PLA’s operational readiness while pointing to a variety of looming foreign threats, which together justify reform and the party’s guiding hand.10 Finally, Xi has stressed on dozens of occasions that the PLA must remain an armed wing of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). This was most apparent in his decision to call a meeting of hundreds of generals and military officials in Gutian County, the historic site where Mao Zedong first declared that the military must always be loyal to the party.11 Together, Xi’s efforts send an unmistakable signal to the PLA that compliance is expected and resistance punished.

Xi’s arrest of senior officials is risky, and is sustained in no small part by public opinion supportive of the anticorruption campaign and of Xi more broadly. Unlike recent Chinese leaders, Xi appears to have an intuitive grasp of public sentiment and has sustained a nascent cult of personality around his image as a brash and assertive strongman, reportedly telling Russian President Vladimir Putin in 2013, “We are similar in character.”12 This image is buttressed by a relentless propaganda campaign waged through traditional and social media that portrays Xi as an incorruptible and self-sacrificial “mix of everyman and superman.”13 That effort has been successful in making public opinion a pillar of Xi’s power, with a Harvard study finding that Xi had a higher approval rating domestically than any other world leader in 2014.14
Because of Xi’s unprecedented power and influence, Chinese policy will increasingly be determined by his background and biases—and therefore will be significantly more unpredictable. Although lacking a direct window into Xi’s tight-knit decision-making structures, Westerners now know more about Xi himself.

Xi is the son of a revolutionary who fought alongside Mao. He reportedly sees himself and his fellow “princelings” as tasked with rescuing and reviving the Communist Party, to which he is dedicated. Like others who have longtime family ties to the party, Xi is said to be skeptical of the loyalty of those “hired hands” who have muscled their way to the top of the party hierarchy on the strength of merit and educational pedigree but whose fathers never bled for the revolution.  

Xi’s dedication to the Chinese Communist Party shapes his views on what he perceives as two of the largest threats to its longevity: corruption and liberalism. Xi has long had a deep-seated disdain for the decadence and corruption of party officials, whose greed threatens the party’s public support. He is deeply suspicious of Western values and intentions, and especially concerned about possible parallels with the Soviet Union’s collapse. He has personally commissioned studies on that subject and forced cadres to watch documentaries on the dangers of Western cultural influence. Xi’s arrest of more than two hundred thousand party officials under the anticorruption campaign is one product of these beliefs; so too is his detention of thousands of lawyers and civil society leaders, the most in nearly two decades. Reinforced by Putin, Xi sees the hidden hand of Western forces behind China’s domestic disturbances, including in Hong Kong, and these prejudices contribute to a profound distrust of the West that will be close to impossible to overcome.

Temperamentally, Xi is self-confident and keeps his own counsel. His willingness to take risks in his domestic and foreign policy was presaged
by the early days of his career, when he relinquished the safety and comfort of a senior position in Beijing for a mid-level post in rural Hebei that he hoped would give him practical governing experience. Unlike previous Chinese leaders, Xi frequently deviates from his talking points in meetings with foreign officials. Some Chinese officials suggest that Xi—although he has been guarded and strategic for much of his life—is occasionally impatient and impetuous, and that he at times makes decisions rashly. In short, this is a portrait of a complex and ambitious man at the pinnacle of power.
Xi is exposed precisely because he sits at the center of all decision-making and is visible to the public. He must address countless domestic challenges for which he is now explicitly accountable, and a major misstep on any of them could be costly to his political popularity and position. Without question, the largest problem looming over Xi’s tenure is China’s economic slowdown and its related manifestations, including unemployment and stock market volatility. As noted, China’s economy, which had expanded at an annual rate of 10 percent for three decades, is entering a new era of slow growth that has forced the government to reduce its growth target to a record-low 6.5 percent. Xi’s challenge is to smoothly reorient the economy toward consumption and away from exports and investment even as growth continues to fall.

China’s economic woes began years before Xi entered the presidency and flow from the country’s inability to find a sustainable alternative to the growth model upon which it has long relied. That model, which catapulted the country into the ranks of great powers, was based on a simple premise: weak-productivity agricultural laborers would move into low-wage but high-productivity manufacturing jobs, producing goods for foreign markets. Nearly every component of that model has been subject to mounting strain. China has fewer agricultural workers that it can shift into industry. Its workforce peaked in 2013 and is now shrinking in size. Its wages often exceed those of regional competitors even as productivity growth slows. Finally, China’s export markets can no longer soak up its surplus production.

After the 2008 global financial crisis, China began to cope with these vulnerabilities using a mixture of cheap lending and massive infrastructure investment. For a time, this investment-heavy approach was able to return China to high growth, but it was not sustainable. Investment now accounts for roughly half of Chinese growth, an unprecedentedly high amount, and it is subject to diminishing returns, with one dollar of
investment producing 40 percent less GDP growth today than it did a
decade ago.20 Meanwhile, the loans that underwrite these unproductive
investments—such as China’s famed ghost cities, which are filled with
buildings but lacking in tenants or businesses—threaten the country’s
banking system and have pushed debt to 280 percent of GDP, according
to a recent estimate from McKinsey & Company.21 A significant portion
of these loans, and by some accounts a majority, have been disbursed to
inefficient state-owned enterprises (SOEs) rather than to productive
private-sector companies, which in any case face higher interest rates
than state companies. If these loans to SOEs are not paid back, they
will threaten the banking system and the overall economy.22 Growth
having slowed every year since 2010, the party is under pressure to con-
tinue rebalancing the economy away from exports and investment and
toward consumption, and to do so without systemic disruption.

The sudden decline in the Chinese stock market in the summer of
2015 and again in January 2016 raised worries in China and around the
world that the party, under Xi, will fail to make this structurally difficult
transition. These concerns are compounded by widespread distrust of
official statistics and the belief of some economists that a hard landing
may already be under way. At the peak of the crisis, the market decline
wiped out trillions of dollars in wealth and temporarily reversed many
of the gains of the preceding year. This was a considerable setback,
but it is important not to overstate its significance for the finances of
most Chinese citizens and the state of the economy. Less than a fifth of
household wealth is in stocks, and much more of it is invested in a prop-
erty market that has remained stable throughout the stock market’s
recent swings. Moreover, the stock market has a tradeable value less
than a third of China’s economy, compared with more than 100 percent
in developed countries.23

The real risk to China’s economy, and to Xi’s fortunes, comes not
from the stock market’s raw economic impact but from the damage done
to the government’s credibility. Xi’s strongman image suffered in the
wake of the market collapse. His government had vocally encouraged
average Chinese citizens to enter the country’s stock market under the
premise that good returns would incentivize higher spending, and was
embarrassed when those investors were singed by the crash.24 The gov-
ernment then publicly staked its credibility on a commitment to arrest
the stock market decline, but its ill-conceived market manipulations and
hasty currency devaluations were of limited effectiveness. Eventually,
China was able to reverse the declines, but similar or repeated episodes will undermine the party’s legitimacy.

Aside from the perceptual costs posed by such economic downturns, Xi faces the considerable risk that a prolonged slowdown will directly affect the welfare of the average Chinese citizen. The possibility of a hard landing looms, and an economic wreck or a serious financial crisis could produce years of prolonged stagnation and slow growth that could shake the party to its core. Even absent such a disaster, if growth continues to slow, it will worsen a number of internal trends. The labor market already struggles to absorb the eight million college graduates China’s universities produce each year. Blue-collar wages that had risen for a decade have been stagnant for well over a year as layoffs continue in coastal factories, with labor disputes doubling in 2014 and again in 2015.25

Chinese companies also face challenges, as corporate debt grows to 160 percent of China’s GDP, up from 98 percent in 2008 and more than twice the current U.S. level of 70 percent. The fragile recovery in the country’s property market could face a reversal that would undercut what is the biggest store of household wealth for Chinese families. These problems could intertwine with the psychic impact of another stock market swing or economic crisis, which could further erode consumer confidence and jeopardize China’s economic reorientation.26 Business and investor trust have similarly been hit, largely because the government’s panicked attempts to control the market signaled the hesitancy of its commitment to reform. If the government’s reputation is diminished and economic growth remains stagnant, then the leadership will grow increasingly worried about social unrest. Past economic crises contributed to outbreaks of mass protests, including those in 1986 and 1989 that brought down two Chinese leaders, Hu Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang, and led to the violence in Tiananmen Square. Although the party weathered the stock market slumps reasonably well, there is no guarantee it will be so fortunate in a future crisis.

The reputational challenges and economic obstacles Xi faces will not abate in the next few years. Removing them will require implementing a number of costly reforms to inefficient SOEs, providing affordable capital to the private sector, allowing workers greater geographic mobility, reducing inefficient forms of infrastructure investment, and building the commercial rule of law. These inherently disruptive moves would break China’s old growth model but could risk increased social
instability, leaving Xi struggling to choose between high-quality growth tomorrow and societal order today. If Xi largely abandons reforms and doubles down on the current model, he will only delay the day of reckoning; if he pursues reforms, it could take years before he sees results. Regardless of which course he chooses, or if he tries to square the circle, China’s economy will likely slow for the next few years and the reputational risks to Xi will continue to rise as domestic frustrations mount.

Some analysts are skeptical that the situation is quite so serious. In their more sanguine view, economies naturally slow as they get bigger and China’s economy is already twice as large as it was seven years ago. Mathematically, this means that even if growth slows to half its previous pace, it will still generate income gains that are just as large in absolute terms. This fact, however, by no means guarantees political stability. Even if some Western economists believe that 5 percent growth is healthy, that is no guarantee or even likelihood that Chinese citizens or Chinese elites will agree. First, the distribution of China’s economic growth matters enormously. Given China’s exceptional and widening inequality, the benefits of economic growth do not easily benefit the average citizen. Second, citizens who have known rapid income growth for their entire working lives will be disappointed at the slowdown—especially if it leads to layoffs and higher unemployment that actually worsen the average quality of life. Signs of unrest already abound, with labor disputes and “mass incidents” on the rise, as noted earlier. Finally, widespread corruption, environmental degradation, pervasive societal inequality, and repressive autocracy are more palatable when incomes are climbing quickly; when they are not, these simmering issues can boil over into protest. Senior Chinese leaders clearly think in such terms, many—including former Premier Wen Jiabao—having previously stated that 8 percent growth is needed to maintain social stability. Such growth is no longer attainable, and at a senior conclave of top Chinese economic officials held in December 2015, many acknowledged the possibility of stagnant growth for years to come.

The impact of this situation on Xi’s political position is evolving. For now, Xi remains strong, his opposition is divided, and nothing indicates that his leadership is in jeopardy. Media reports suggest, however, that senior party members were alarmed by the gyrations of the stock market in the summer of 2015 and the country’s sputtering growth and are holding Xi accountable. They are encouraging him to focus more on the economic situation than the anticorruption campaign, which some
contend slows growth by paralyzing rank-and-file officials who fear that action on new projects could land them in jail. 30 If the economy continues to weaken, party elites who have suffered under the anticorruption campaign may seek to exploit the situation to undermine Xi, who now has the dubious distinction of presiding over the slowest growth in thirty years and whose agenda and image are underwritten by public support that could wane.

Xi will need to take clear steps to strengthen his position against rival elites, fortify his public image, and shield the party from the economic downturn. To that end, he will probably intensify his personality cult, crack down even harder on dissent, and grow bolder in using the anticorruption campaign against elites who oppose him. Above all, he will almost certainly choose to intensify and stimulate Chinese nationalism in response to slower growth. Ever since Deng dispatched communist ideology in favor of pragmatic capitalist reforms, the party’s legitimacy has been built on two pillars: economic growth and nationalist ideology. Because the former is fading, the latter may be the primary tool to support the edifice of the party and Xi’s strongman image.

The foundations for a turn to nationalism have been laid for decades. After Tiananmen Square, the party inculcated nationalist sentiment through relentless propaganda, a barrage of chauvinistic television shows and movies, and a “patriotic education campaign” in the country’s schools. 31 According to the government’s nationalist narrative, which downplays the party’s failures and communist ideology, China is a country whose “century of humiliation” began with the Opium Wars and ended with the party’s assumption of power in 1949. The party’s primary mission has not been to bring about a communist utopia but to extricate China from the predations of Western and Japanese imperialists and to put it on a path to becoming the world’s largest economy. China’s territorial disputes with its neighbors and Taiwan’s ambiguous status are seen as wounds from this humiliating past that only the party can heal.

This slanted view of history has been successful in building a deep reserve of grievance and victimhood among ordinary Chinese citizens that dominates their worldview and can be harnessed by the leadership. It was no accident that Xi, when he assumed power, declared that his main objective was to bring about the “great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.” That slogan was an attempt to position Xi’s leadership within the arc of a larger narrative that portrays the party as responsible
for restoring China’s historic place in the world. In December 2015, the Communist Party Central Committee held a group study of Chinese patriotism and Xi himself called for further “promoting patriotism to achieve the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.” By connecting patriotism to Xi’s mission to restore Chinese greatness, that link is being made even more concrete.

Although these themes have long been an important part of Chinese politics, Xi will choose to strengthen them in coming years. By stoking Chinese nationalism, Xi will seek to protect himself and the party from the worst of the economic downturn. His control over policymaking will be an advantage in that effort, and his policies will reflect and support his domestic political agenda.
A Mix of Bullying and Beneficence: Xi’s Current Foreign Policy

Xi’s foreign policy to date has been conducted free from the reality of a prolonged lower-growth trajectory. An analysis of that foreign policy, which bears his imprimatur, is necessary before speculating about its future direction in the wake of China’s unfolding economic retrenchment.

Xi’s transformation of China’s domestic politics has ushered in a new era in the country’s external behavior, but the break from previous foreign policy, though significant, is not as dramatic as some might assume. Xi has taken pains to highlight his departure from what he regards as the weak policies of the enfeebled Hu administration. In many cases, however, Xi’s policies and strategic objectives exhibit continuity with those of the last few years of his predecessor’s tenure, which saw increased assertiveness on territorial matters in the East China Sea, South China Sea, and Indian border, as well as the use of coercive geoeconomic tools against others and strident objections to U.S. power projection into the region.

What sets Xi’s foreign policy apart the most is his willingness to use every instrument of statecraft, from military assets to geoeconomic intimidation, as well as explicit economic rewards, to pursue his various geopolitical objectives. Although China has used geoeconomic instruments for more than fifteen years, the current leadership controls more wealth than any other government in Chinese history and exhibits a greater willingness to use it in an assertive, nuanced, and diversified way to simultaneously induce cooperation and penalize recalcitrance. In general, Xi’s policy has been characterized by bullying over territorial issues and selective beneficence on economic matters, with the looming application of economic coercion ever present. His ability to implement such a policy has been facilitated by his centralization of policymaking. This has allowed him to act in a quick and coordinated
fashion across policy domains and to retreat from Deng’s admonition to keep a low profile, facilitating the nimble and synchronized deployment of rewards and punishments to China’s neighbors.

This approach has been clearest in China’s relations with Southeast Asian states, many of which are embroiled in a simmering territorial dispute with Beijing over the South China Sea. China has so far refrained from seizing additional islands; nevertheless, it has been much more assertive with the other claimants to the South China Sea. China unilaterally deployed an oil rig to the Spratly Islands, only 120 miles from Vietnam’s coast, and reportedly sent eighty vessels to protect it. Chinese coast guard vessels have harassed Filipino and Vietnamese fishing boats and anchored in Malaysia’s exclusive economic zone (EEZ). In less than two years, China has also reclaimed seventeen times more land in the South China Sea than all other claimants combined over the past forty years. China’s additions account for 95 percent of total reclaimed land and more than 2,900 acres in all, some of which is now home to runways and mobile artillery. Even small fishing boats receive instructions from Beijing, never mind the dredging vessels and state oil companies, indicating that these tough policies are the result of intentional and coordinated action rather than the sum of diverse bureaucratic forces acting independently.

Beijing’s hardening position on these territorial disputes has been accompanied by generous investment and trade packages to Southeast Asian states, and these too appear to be coordinated centrally to geopolitical ends. In 2014, China pledged more than $20 billion in aid to Southeast Asian states. AIIB and Beijing’s One Belt, One Road initiative, which would provide tens of billions of dollars more in infrastructure financing to that region, have been the focus of a working group personally led by Xi, who himself announced the initiatives during a visit to Southeast Asia. That these reassuring gestures have come in the midst of China’s aggressive moves in the South China Sea suggests that China seeks to demonstrate the benefits of cooperation against the stark backdrop of potential conflict.

A mixture of hard and soft policies has likewise characterized China’s relations with India. During Xi’s first visit to India, Chinese troops launched one of their largest incursions ever into disputed territory with India. Whether the move was deliberate or incidental is a subject of some debate, but it was nonetheless regarded as menacing in New Delhi,
which has noted a sharp uptick in Chinese border violations in recent years. China has sought to use the border to keep India off balance and reduce its maritime military investments, which is at least one reason Beijing has been unwilling to delineate the Line of Actual Control (LAC) despite Indian Prime Minster Narendra Modi’s public request that the two countries do so. An agreement on the LAC would set the stage for a compromise and reduce the possibility of accidental conflict.

Beijing’s uncompromising positions on the border have been accompanied by offers of lavish aid for Indian infrastructure and increased investment in Indian companies. When Xi visited in 2014, he pledged to help India modernize its railway system, establish high-speed rail in India, build industrial parks in Gujarat and Maharashtra, and expand market access for select Indian goods. He also pledged $20 billion in aid over five years. Importantly, China invited India to join the AIIB as a founding member, where it will likely be the second-largest state by vote share, and which opens the possibility that New Delhi could secure billions more in infrastructure assistance. Together, these economic overtures are aimed at inducing closer cooperation with India and giving India a substantial economic stake in good relations with Beijing. China has also increased its diplomacy in the rest of South Asia, offering Pakistan $46 billion in new aid, dispatching nuclear submarines to Sri Lanka, selling arms to Indian neighbors such as Bangladesh, and even providing eight new submarines to Pakistan to help it offset India’s naval advantage—all of which puts pressure on Indian security and strengthens China’s in the region.

With respect to Japan, China has pursued a tough and nationalistic policy. Under Xi, China has dramatically escalated its territorial dispute with Japan through its declaration of an Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) in the East China Sea. It has staged repeat incursions by aircraft and coast guard vessels into Japanese territory surrounding the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and built oil and gas platforms close to them. Chinese military officials and academics have begun to question Japanese sovereignty over Okinawa, and Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying demurred when asked whether Okinawa is part of Japan. China began toughening its position under Hu, who reduced rare-earth exports to Japan during a crisis over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, and it has not made any serious attempt at reassurance under Xi. The only potential bright spot is the China-Japan-South Korea Free
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Trade Agreement (FTA), as well as a successful trilateral leader-level summit between these countries in November 2015, but substantive progress remains limited in the wake of these territorial disputes.

Xi’s foreign policy is not only balanced across hard and soft tools of statecraft but also diversified across its bilateral targets. Xi has pursued an omnidirectional foreign policy that also emphasizes ties with European Union (EU) members, Brazil, South Africa, and especially Russia. The levying of Western sanctions against Russia following its invasion of Ukraine drove Moscow and Beijing closer together. The two countries struck intensified deals on energy and weapons, conducted joint military exercises in far-flung theaters, and signed a historic pact on cybersecurity committing each side to refrain from hacking the other. Signs now point to even greater coordination on Asian affairs following their first bilateral meeting dedicated exclusively to the region’s security matters.

Aside from developing stronger ties with other states, an important element of Xi’s multifaceted strategy has been to energetically create and participate in multilateral institutions. Some of these, such as AIIB, will be useful for dispensing geoeconomically oriented loans to neighbors. Even though AIIB is a multilateral lending institution rather than a Chinese government agency, such organizations can still be used for geoeconomic statecraft, especially given that Beijing will retain significant influence in AIIB’s management and operation as well as a veto. For example, China sought to use the Asian Development Bank to deny loans to Arunachal Pradesh, an Indian state claimed by China. The misguided refusal of the United States to participate in the AIIB’s creation, and Washington’s failed attempt to persuade friends and allies not to join, denied the United States an opportunity to influence the bank’s rules, development trajectory, and China’s potential use of the bank as a geopolitical instrument.

Other organizations in which China has been dominant have served to exclude the United States from regional discussions or provided China a forum that parallels and circumvents global institutions, allowing it to pursue its national interests and attempt to reshape global governance. China’s elevation of the Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building Measures in Asia (CICA), a forum that does not include the United States, gave Xi the opportunity to advocate an “Asia for Asians” and amplify long-standing criticism of U.S. bilateral alliances. Its creation of the New Development Bank (formerly the BRICS—Brazil,
Russia, India, China, and South Africa—Development Bank) and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) parallels the World Bank and the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and offers it the ability to wield geoeconomic influence over others. Although many of these initiatives were conceived under Hu, they were given life by Xi. Because China has historically been hesitant to create and lead multilateral initiatives, this self-assured and multidirectional Chinese behavior is yet another example of increased activism related to Xi’s rise.

Xi’s decisive leadership style, his unmatched power within the political system, and his strong desire for vigorous Chinese diplomacy have produced a foreign policy that is assertive, coordinated, and diversified across the instruments and targets of statecraft.
The summit between President Barack Obama and President Xi was a high-stakes affair. Both countries turned to the bilateral meeting after a period of focus on other matters, with the United States busy on the Iran nuclear agreement and China coping with one of its most intense macroeconomic crises in decades. The atmospherics surrounding the summit were complex and controversial. The United States was preparing sanctions on Chinese entities involved in the cyber-enabled theft of intellectual property, and China had just concluded a military rally in Tiananmen Square that overtly featured its “carrier-killing” antiship ballistic missile. Xi’s arrival in Washington was also preceded by the first operation of Chinese warships in U.S. territorial waters off the Alaskan coast, evoking memories of Cold War encounters between U.S. and Soviet forces in the same area.

Coming at a time of deepening distrust between the United States and China, especially on issues related to freedom of navigation and cyber hacking, the summit was arguably one of the most important meetings between an American and Chinese leader in recent memory. The highly choreographed visit went as well as could be expected and was not without minor accomplishment. Both sides signed an agreement limiting cyber theft and promised to refrain from hacking critical infrastructure in peacetime, though it remains to be seen whether China will cease and desist. They also agreed on a joint statement for combating climate change. Yet, on a variety of other issues, especially the territorial disputes in the South China Sea, the visit produced no substantive progress.

For Xi, the meeting was as much an exercise in public messaging and image-making as an attempt at finding agreements on policy, and perhaps the greatest progress came on climate change. Xi’s announcement of a cap-and-trade program by 2017 positioned China ahead of the international curve on climate change before the United Nations (UN)
climate change conference in Paris. These efforts followed a precedent-setting though nonbinding 2014 agreement between the United States and China that committed the United States to reduce emissions 26 to 28 percent below 2005 levels by 2025 and required China to peak carbon emissions by 2030. These two bilateral agreements laid the foundation for a breakthrough agreement at the Paris climate summit in December 2015 that, for the first time, committed every country to lower greenhouse gas emissions. That China played such a large part in facilitating the Paris agreement redounded to Xi Jinping’s domestic and foreign leadership and image.

In addition to new initiatives on climate change, Xi also committed $1 billion and eight thousand peacekeepers to the United Nations during his U.S. visit, suggesting a newfound willingness to shoulder greater international responsibility. Xi also promised not to militarize new islands in the South China Sea, as the PRC has been doing; welcomed nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), on which China has been systematically cracking down; and praised women’s rights, which are hardly a strength of the CCP regime.

But nowhere was Xi’s attempt at messaging clearer than in his decision to begin his U.S. visit in Seattle. Aware that Obama was likely to threaten China with sanctions over cyber hacking, Xi departed from the usual stage-managed script of state visits and called for a meeting of U.S. technology company chief executive officers (CEOs) at Microsoft’s headquarters. By doing so, he sought to preempt Obama’s criticism and the possibility of U.S. sanctions by appearing to constructively work with U.S. companies, all the while signaling Chinese economic power with his ability to summon the CEOs of so many prominent American firms. In a similar demonstration of China’s geoeconomic reach, he also announced in Seattle a major purchase of Boeing passenger aircraft.

As Obama has stressed, in light of all Xi’s initiatives and promises, “The question now is, ‘Are words followed by actions?’” Xi’s reassuring message to U.S. technology companies means little when so many of them are banned or under investigation in China. He may yet renege on promises to refrain from hacking critical infrastructure or stealing foreign technology—indeed, by some reports China has already broken its recent cyber agreement with the United States—and the details of his climate cap-and-trade program remain vague. Xi’s promise not to militarize South China Sea islands appears empty given his decision to
construct airstrips and docks—and place artillery—on those islands. Similarly, Xi’s praise for women’s rights and his remarks welcoming NGOs stand at odds with his detention of feminist activists and his promulgation of a law that will close many NGOs operating in China.45 Observers will be watching not only whether Xi honors his summit commitments, but also what the United States does in the aftermath of the summit with respect to freedom of navigation and other issues that have been in contention between the two countries.

In any case, there is little reason to believe that Xi’s words will fundamentally improve the tone or substance of the bilateral relationship. The primary purpose of Xi’s trip was to enhance his prestige and modestly reassure the United States at a time of souring business and U.S. domestic opinion, all the while refusing to compromise on significant Chinese national interests. Although it remains unclear whether he has achieved this goal, at least one conclusion seems firm enough: Xi’s visit, and especially his meeting in Seattle with technology CEOs, is strong evidence of his ability to react nimbly and effectively to U.S. initiatives and demonstrates his gift for public relations. In this regard, it showcases the nature of the challenge that U.S. policymakers face in dealing with him in the future.
Economic growth and nationalism have for decades been the two founts of legitimacy for the Communist Party, and as the former wanes, Xi will likely rely increasingly on the latter. Since 1989, the party has deliberately and carefully laid the foundation for such a strategy through patriotic education, censorship, government-backed protests against Japan, and relentless news and popular media that have reinforced a nationalist victimization narrative.

As a powerful but exposed leader, Xi will tap into this potent nationalist vein through foreign policy, burnishing his nationalist credentials and securing his domestic position from elite and popular criticism, all while pursuing various Chinese national interests. For example, an emphasis on territorial disputes and historical grievances could partially divert attention from the country’s economic woes and arrest a potential decline in his public approval; in contrast, a visible setback or controversial concession on such issues could undermine his standing with Chinese citizens and party elites. On economic matters, concerns over growth and employment may lead China to become increasingly recalcitrant and self-interested.

In the future, Xi could become more hostile to the West, using it as a foil to boost his approval ratings the way Putin has in Russia. Already, major Chinese newspapers are running articles blaming the country’s economic slump on efforts undertaken by insidious “foreign forces” that seek to sabotage the country’s rise. Even if Xi does not seek more combative relations with the West, he will nonetheless find it difficult to negotiate publicly on a variety of issues, especially when nationalist sentiment runs high.

On territorial matters, Xi will be unwilling or unable to make concessions that could harm his domestic position, and may even seek to escalate territorial disputes against Japan or South China Sea claimants as a way of redirecting domestic attention away from the economic situation
and burnishing his nationalist record. A dangerous but unlikely possibility is that Xi may even be tempted to use military force to instigate limited conflicts against the Philippines, Vietnam, or Japan. Given that Japan is a prominent target of China’s propaganda and media, and that memories of Japan’s brutal occupation are still influential, ties between China and Japan may continue to worsen.

Xi entered office suggesting that he would not alter China’s policies toward Taiwan, but that may change following the election of Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) candidate Tsai Ing-wen in January 2016. The DPP has historically been distant toward China, and though it has moderated its pro-independence stance, its leaders remain opponents of current President Ma Ying-jeou’s efforts to strengthen economic links with China, skeptics of the 1992 consensus, and critical of the historic meeting between Presidents Xi and Ma in November 2015. Xi’s unbending stance on sovereignty and territorial integrity, combined with the real domestic political costs he will face if Taiwan makes moves toward independence, may lead him to react strongly and decisively to any Taiwanese policy under the DPP that is designed to increase separation between Beijing and Taipei.46

With respect to North Korea, it appears unlikely that Xi Jinping’s more assertive foreign policy will lead him to exert meaningful pressure on the oppressive communist regime. Xi’s approach has been harsher toward North Korea than that of his predecessors, with Xi refraining from making a traditional state visit to North Korea, restricting exports of weapons-related materials and chemicals, cutting ties with some North Korean banks, and publicly reprimanding the regime for threatening regional security.47 This toughness, however, apparently has limits. Even after North Korea’s January 2016 nuclear test, China has remained unwilling to use its considerable leverage over Pyongyang—which depends on China for food and fuel—to change North Korean behavior. In China’s view, crippling cuts to North Korea’s supply of oil and food would risk chaos in the North, and perhaps even a collapse that could result in a united Korea that is a U.S. treaty ally. Globally, Xi will maintain a proactive and assertive Chinese foreign policy that involves institution-building and occasional provocation in order to demonstrate at home that China is taken seriously abroad. Xi will remain firm in the face of external pressure on the South and East China Seas, human rights, conditions in Tibet and Xinjiang, and diplomatic visits by the Dalai Lama. As China assumes the rotating presidency of the
Group of Twenty (G20), Xi will continue to challenge the U.S. global financial and security order using institutional methods.

China’s economic woes may also influence Xi’s foreign policy in ways unrelated to nationalism. Although it is possible that China could scale back costly aid and development programs, such as the One Belt, One Road initiative and AIIB, this will probably not occur. China has more than $3.5 trillion in foreign reserves, and these programs would require it to deploy only a fraction of that amount in the form of loans and grants. In addition to that spent on China’s geopolitical objectives, much of this aid will go to infrastructure projects that will contract Chinese companies for construction materials, labor, and engineering, and therefore serve as a way of compensating for reduced domestic investment.

The slowdown may, however, lead China to become marginally more protectionist and mercantile, especially if such efforts are thought to boost employment and thereby enhance social stability. Never totally committed to markets or free trade, China could close some labor-intensive industries, further devalue its currency, be uncooperative on intellectual property theft, and step up its harassment of foreign businesses. For the most part, however, its protectionist impulses will be restrained by its obligations to the World Trade Organization (WTO) and its need for foreign capital and markets. In his deals with foreign commodity suppliers, including Russia, Xi will insist on more advantageous terms and be less inclined to grant debt forgiveness to Ecuador and Venezuela, which currently repay Chinese loans with oil. Although Xi could attempt to use China’s economic woes to justify further reforms and commit to market mechanisms, the record so far suggests that he is willing to sacrifice that agenda in an attempt to regain short-term growth and maintain employment. To cope with the stock market slide, for example, Xi rolled out a slew of initiatives that reversed capital market liberalization and financial reforms.

China will continue to limit its responsibilities in global governance, preferring instead shallow commitments. This will be particularly the case in global institutions where China does not play a rule-making role. The leadership, long hesitant to take action on such matters, may now feel less equipped to do so. As China’s economy slows, Xi will not be willing to agree to binding or inflexible environmental initiatives to combat climate change, especially if they would further weaken the country’s fragile economy. Global economic management
in organizations such as the G20 may also become problematic, China being possibly less inclined to act responsibly on economic matters.

Finally, Xi’s resistance to Western culture and values may intensify. Xi has arrested countless dissidents, civil society leaders, and activists; sharply curtailed the ability of NGOs to operate; intensified controls over the media and the Internet; and inveighed against Western cultural contamination while extolling Confucianism. Because China’s economy is now slowing, Xi’s fear of political instability may push him to adopt even sterner measures, and new violations of human rights and the emerging challenges that Western NGOs and businesses face will likely cause renewed friction in China’s relationships with the West.
Implications for the United States

The U.S.-China bilateral relationship is the most important in the world. No other two countries under foreseeable circumstances could disrupt the international system. Thus, Xi Jinping’s rise, his dominance of China’s policymaking process, and the increasing influence of his domestic political concerns will have crucial consequences for the United States and for American policies in Asia and beyond.

Although China’s relationship with the United States has long been a priority for Chinese leaders, Xi has increasingly been willing to test it and it occupies less of his attention than it did of his predecessors’. He has not only criticized U.S. alliances, questioned the role of non-Asian powers in Asian affairs, and built alternative institutional structures excluding the United States, but has also continued China’s rapid military modernization even as the Chinese economy slows. As China asserts its vital national interests, one of which is limiting the U.S. role in Asian affairs and related power projection capabilities, Beijing’s positions on matters ranging from the U.S. alliance system in Asia, to freedom of navigation, to human rights, to the territorial integrity of Japan, to the rise of India, to the future of Taiwan will come into sustained tension with U.S. national interests, policies, commitments, and values.

Nevertheless, China’s growing geopolitical ambitions are tempered by the reality of its economic relationship with the United States and a variety of shared international interests between the two countries. China will continue to seek to expand its influence and in some instances will compete directly with the United States, and Xi may criticize Washington to score points at home, but bilateral economic interdependence will, in most cases, provide a floor for the relationship. This is, of course, different from the longtime U.S. objective of constraining and ultimately moderating Chinese behavior by broadly integrating China into the international system, a strategy that appears not to have substantially shaped China’s more assertive external policies. In
sum, Xi does not want to trigger a confrontation with the United States, especially during a period of economic uncertainty in China.

Nevertheless, U.S. policymakers will likely face a growing challenge in Xi, particularly because he can coordinate a variety of different instruments of statecraft in service of enduring Chinese strategic objectives and to bolster his nationalist credentials. By contrast, U.S. policymakers are burdened by a slower, more divided, and more public interagency process. Xi will exploit the relative opacity and speed of his system to keep U.S. officials off balance with new initiatives or provocations. These Chinese advantages are serious, but they are not necessarily decisive, especially if the United States remains resolved, strengthens its alliances, and forges a bipartisan domestic consensus on Asia policy.

To deal with Xi’s more assertive foreign and defense policies, the United States should devise a grand strategy for Asia at least as coherent and coordinated as the one that has been formulated in Beijing, which appears designed to maximize China’s power while challenging the long-standing role of the United States in the region. What we have in mind is not containment, which in any case is a U.S.-Soviet concept that has no relevant application in East Asia today. Instead, the United States should use a variety of instruments of statecraft to incentivize China to commit to a rules-based order but impose costs that are in excess of the gains Beijing would reap if it fails to do so. This American grand strategy should account for the fact that the decades-long endeavor to integrate China into the global order has not significantly tempered China’s strategic objective to become the most powerful and influential country in Asia. This being the case, the United States needs a long-term approach that demonstrates U.S. internal strength, external resolve, and steadiness of policy.

What we propose seeks to avoid a U.S.-China confrontation and maintain U.S. primacy in Asia. This will require a much more robust effort by Washington, together with its allies and friends in the region, to shape Chinese foreign policy—which may well become even more forceful as China’s slowing economy calls into question political stability and induces the party to lean ever more on the pillar of popular nationalism to maintain legitimacy. Informed by Xi’s unique stature and China’s changed economic prospects, prescriptive suggestions for a U.S. strategy follow.

First, even as the Middle East and Europe once again call for attention, the United States should nevertheless continue its “pivot” or
rebalance to Asia by strengthening its diplomatic, economic, and military ties across the region. Beijing recognizes that one of its great advantages in this strategic competition is how much time and attention Washington spends on challenges elsewhere. As China steps up its military challenge and its use of geoeconomic tools, the price of U.S. absence or hesitance in Asia has never been higher. A successful U.S. grand strategy should take as a given that economics and politics are profoundly intertwined in Asia and that Congress should pass the TPP if it is not to lose further strategic ground to China, as well as lift constraints on U.S. exports of oil and gas to its Asian allies.

Second, the United States should substantially strengthen its power projection into Asia. It should maintain commitments to deploy at least 60 percent of the U.S. Navy and Air Force to the region despite continuing crises in the Middle East and enduring challenges in Europe. The United States needs more frequent and formidable naval activities, more robust air force deployments, and more capable expeditionary formations, as well as greater partner capacity, to reinforce its preeminent role in preserving peace and stability in Asia. This will allow it not only to conduct freedom of navigation transits, but also to seek to deter Chinese provocations, respond to regional crises, and reassure allies. The October 2015 dispatch of a U.S. Navy warship to within twelve nautical miles of China’s artificial islands in the South China Sea sent a powerful signal that the United States is determined to oppose China’s assertions of sovereignty over international waters and to protect freedom of navigation. Such U.S. operations, including challenges to Beijing’s unilaterally declared ADIZ, should be conducted as often as necessary to reinforce Asia’s rules-based order and need not always be announced publicly before they are undertaken. For these types of operations to be effective, they will need to be consistent, which in turn requires a long-term military strategy that prioritizes the Asia-Pacific and commits to the region a level of military assets that reflects its foremost importance to U.S. national interests.

Third, even as China’s behavior in Asia becomes increasingly provocative, the United States should refrain from seeking to implement a China-first approach to the region. Such a G-2 bilateral focus, including the signing of a “fourth communique” for U.S.-China relations, would suggest a great power condominium that puts China at the center of U.S. strategy in Asia. This would potentially raise the specter of a spheres of influence approach that would be contrary to
the open and rules-based U.S. order and raise destabilizing concerns among U.S. allies and partners. Instead of pursuing a bilateral diplomatic grand bargain, Beijing’s behavior is best influenced by a broad and coordinated American multilateral strategy that embraces and deepens diplomatic ties with states throughout the entire region, including China. In short, the United States should embed its China policy within a larger Asia-wide framework, intensifying every one of Washington’s other bilateral relationships in the region. Deepening and diversifying contacts throughout Asia will allow the United States greater influence in the region’s affairs and greater capacity to shape China’s external choices.

Fourth, the United States should take the following steps in concert with its Asian allies and partners:

- **Japan.** The United States should continue to work with Japan to enhance the operational capabilities of the Japan Self-Defense Forces. In addition, the United States should upgrade its ballistic missile defense (BMD) cooperation with Japan, support Japan’s cooperation with other Asian allies and partners, and regularly and resoundingly signal that the United States will come to Japan’s defense if Japan is attacked.

- **South Korea.** The cornerstone of America’s relationship with South Korea is their shared commitment to defending the latter from North Korean aggression. In that regard, the United States should promote stability on the Korean peninsula by maintaining enough military forces there to deter aggressive North Korean action, reaffirm its nuclear guarantees to South Korea, and enhance South Korea’s BMD capabilities. Because China is acting consistently as the sole benefactor of South Korea’s enemy to the north, it is crucial for the United States to uphold its status as the guarantor of stability on the Korean Peninsula, thus facilitating a shared vision of U.S.-South Korean national interests. The United States, South Korea, and Japan will together need to continue pushing China to use its leverage to restrain North Korea’s nuclear ambitions, in part by reminding Beijing that North Korea’s provocative behavior is a driving force behind defense modernization, exercises, and military deployments for the United States and its allies. Although it is unlikely that this allied diplomacy will produce any fundamental change in China’s protective stance toward North Korea, Washington should keep trying.
Australia. Australia is a linchpin of America’s Indo-Pacific strategy. Canberra should host more, and more frequent, deployments of U.S. military assets in the region. The United States and Australia should greatly increase their cooperation on BMD, cybersecurity, intelligence gathering, and naval operations. Washington should support Canberra’s diplomatic and military cooperation with other U.S. allies and partners in the region. The United States should also upgrade its free trade agreement with Australia and encourage it to enter into FTAs with other like-minded countries.

The Philippines. On a visit to the Philippines in November 2015, President Barack Obama described the U.S. commitment to the Philippines’ security as “ironclad,” and emphasized that commitment by announcing the delivery of two U.S. ships to the navy of the Philippines. Although this is a step in the right direction, the United States will need to redouble its efforts to help modernize the armed forces of the Philippines and enhance its operational capabilities if Manila is to ultimately have a role in deterring China from expanding its territorial claims.

India. As the 2015 Council on Foreign Relations task force report on India noted, “India now matters to U.S. interests in virtually every dimension.” This is especially true in the Asia-Pacific, and the United States should improve ties with India by intensifying technology transfers, enhancing security cooperation, and inviting India into the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum. The United States should increase cooperation between the U.S. and Indian navies and continue to assist the Indian navy with modernization efforts to offset ambitious Chinese naval expansion. In addition, the United States should support Narendra Modi’s Act East policy, meant to strengthen India’s geoeconomic and power projection capabilities.

Although the PRC views increased U.S. coordination with its allies as a threat to its interests in the region, close ties and clear communication are important not only in dealing with common threats but also in reducing the likelihood that Asian allies take unnecessary risks with American support. Moreover, they permit the United States the opportunity to persuade or induce allies and partners not to rely exclusively on their bilateral relationship with the United States but also to increase cooperation and coordination with each other to build common security.
Fifth, the United States should work with its Asian alliance members and other partners to devise a set of policies to deal with China’s coercive geoeconomic policies. Currently, Beijing pays no price for using its economic instruments to pressure nations to acquiesce to its external objectives. Washington should immediately initiate a discussion with friendly Asian states to devise strategies designed to protect them from China’s economic coercion and to diversify their economic options. TPP is an important step in this direction, and support for the agreement from Congress would not only demonstrate U.S. staying power but also signal to China and our allies the depth of the long-term American commitment to the region’s prosperity. Additional steps could include devising new multilateral institutions, free trade agreements, and investment agreements that can reduce the dependence of Asian nations on China as well as public condemnation of China’s intimidating geoeconomic statecraft.

Sixth, because China’s policymaking process will be opaque, unpredictable, and quick, U.S. officials need to meet even more often with the man who dominates it and his most senior colleagues. This is especially important in light of China’s economic slowdown, which leaves the country’s impenetrable domestic politics bound to play an even larger role in its external behavior. Leader-level dialogues involving Xi, such as the informal and open-collar summit between Obama and Xi at the Sunnylands estate in California, will become increasingly important in managing relations with China and learning the motivations and political concerns of its leader. That particular summit was a throwback to earlier days when President Richard Nixon and National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger met with Chinese leaders Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai in Mao’s living quarters, free from the scripted pageantry and prepared talking points of the usual state visit. U.S. officials will need more of these informal senior meetings in the future if they are to understand and influence Xi.

Seventh, the United States should marshal its diplomacy with nations within the region, as well as those outside it (e.g., European countries that favor rules-based approaches), to make progress on priorities such as free trade, regional security, and freedom of navigation. For example, public support for U.S. freedom of navigation operations in the South China Sea in October 2015 from countries including Australia and South Korea demonstrated that even states with deep economic ties to China will publicly advocate for widely held international norms.
An important reason the United States should consider such multilateral approaches is that Xi will likely have limited maneuvering room in public foreign policy crises, especially given China’s downturn and Xi’s likely need to intensify nationalist rhetoric and policy. These kinds of multilateral efforts can elevate what might otherwise appear to be a U.S. ideological criticism of Beijing to an appeal to respected international standards; in this way, such criticism may be less provocative and harmful to Xi’s position than those applied in a purely bilateral fashion. Finally, although such public efforts have an important role in the prosecution of U.S. diplomacy toward China, the United States should also conduct private counsel with China—at least in the first instance—on issues that are especially sensitive.

Eighth, especially in a time of growing bilateral discord, the United States should intensify its overall diplomacy with Beijing. U.S.-China cooperation will pay dividends on a variety of global challenges and demonstrate to Asian states that the United States is doing whatever it can to avoid confrontation with China. Xi himself seems willing to collaborate on a number of issues. China has been involved in diplomacy aimed at constraining Iran’s nuclear ambitions, has struck a climate change agreement with the United States, is working to combat piracy on the high seas, and is taking an active role in shaping Afghanistan’s future. The two countries continue to negotiate a bilateral investment treaty, and China has even expressed interest in the TPP, but the agenda for economic cooperation, though a potential bright spot in the relationship, may stall if China grows even more skeptical of reforms in the wake of the recent economic retrenchment. On security matters, the United States and China should take steps to insulate military exchanges from political swings in the bilateral relationship and develop them into vehicles for discussing the region’s security challenges.

Ninth, even as it looks for areas of cooperation, the United States should make clear that any attempt by China to challenge fundamental U.S. national interests in Asia will be met by resolute resistance and will not advance Chinese grand strategy. The United States should declare its determination to retain a seat at the table in those organizations that discuss Asia’s future and oppose China’s efforts to elevate or build important organizations that do not include the United States, such as CICA, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, and—at least until the United States was invited to join in 2011—the East Asia Summit. The United States should also continue to explicitly challenge and vocally
denounce Chinese policies that would limit freedom of navigation by insisting on long-standing international legal norms for both civilian and military traffic. To that end, the United States should continue to use military assets to challenge unilateral applications of Chinese sovereignty in disputed areas. With regard to Chinese cyber hacking, the United States should monitor the commitments Xi made during his visit to Washington to cease the theft of intellectual property for commercial gain and to refrain from attacks on critical infrastructure during peacetime. Some reports suggest that China has already failed to live up to its recent pledges. If it does not make an effort to honor its commitment in coming months, the United States should be prepared to respond with biting financial sanctions on those individuals and entities engaging in theft as well as those companies directly benefiting from it.

Finally, the United States should revitalize the sources of its own national power. Even if it falls short of substantially reducing inter- necine partisan conflict, the United States can at least attempt to avoid self-inflicted wounds such as the sequester of defense spending, opposition to the TPP, the near shuttering of the Export-Import Bank, and chronic underinvestment in infrastructure and human capital. The United States will also need to make progress on long overdue domestic policy priorities, including reforms of the immigration system and entitlement spending. With a sound long-term economy, skillful military and diplomatic initiatives, as well as a more productive domestic political environment, Washington can ensure that the United States remains the most powerful and influential nation in Asia. That grand strategic outcome would be the best recipe for ensuring that the current positive balance of power is sustained in the region, that Xi Jinping’s more assertive foreign and defense policies are sufficiently shaped by the United States with its allies and friends to avoid a U.S.-China confrontation, and that Asia fulfills its extraordinary promise in the decades ahead.

Some of these suggested policies may seem familiar and most have been debated in public discourse in recent years. Thus prescriptive familiarity is not the problem with respect to U.S. policies toward Asia. Rather, it is that most such efforts have seen too little policy intensity and policy follow-through. Recent administrations have given insufficient attention to policy propositions regarding the United States and Asia and spent the majority of top-level time and effort confronting the never-ending crises of the Middle East—from Saddam Hussein through Iran to the so-called Islamic State.
Even when U.S. presidents do manage to find time for much-needed trips to Asia, these cannot substitute for high-level and consistent policy focus.\textsuperscript{56} In the words of Lee Kuan Yew, “You Americans seem to think that dealing with Asia is like freezing a frame of a movie. While you turn your attention elsewhere, you imagine that nothing moves out here until you once again remember us. We cannot seem to persuade you that Asia is not like that, and that China is here every day.”\textsuperscript{57}

Meanwhile, China, not burdened by global security responsibilities, benefits strategically as the United States is pulled into one Middle Eastern morass after another at the expense of its Asian policy priorities. What is therefore required is not the occasional administration speech in a Washington think tank touting the importance of Asia, but instead that U.S. policymakers recognize every day that the primary engines of the world economy and the challenge to American primacy are not in the Middle East or Europe but have shifted to Asia. This energized American pivot to Asia is the indispensable ingredient in a successful U.S. policy to participate and project strength more consequentially in the region and to deal with Chinese power and influence under Xi Jinping.
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